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Abstract
Khandelwal et al. (2020) show that a k-
nearest-neighbor (kNN) component improves
language modeling performance. We use
this idea for open domain question answering
(QA). To improve the recall of facts stated in
the training text, we combine BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) with a kNN search over a large
corpus. Our contributions are as follows. i) We
outperform BERT on cloze-style QA by large
margins without any further training. ii) We
show that BERT often identifies the correct re-
sponse category (e.g., central European city),
but only kNN recovers the factually correct an-
swer (e.g., “Vienna”).
1 Introduction
Pre-trained language models (PLMs) like BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019), GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019)
and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) have emerged as
universal tools that not only capture a diverse range
of linguistic but also (as recent evidence seems to
suggest) factual knowledge.
Petroni et al. (2019) introduced LAMA (LAn-
guage Model Analysis) to investigate PLMs’ ca-
pacity to recall factual knowledge without the use
of fine-tuning. Since the PLM training objec-
tive is to predict masked tokens, question answer-
ing tasks can be reformulated as cloze questions;
e.g., “Who wrote ‘Ulysses’?” is reformulated as
“[MASK] wrote ‘Ulysses’.” In this setup, Petroni
et al. (2019) show that, on QA, PLMs outperform
baselines trained on automatically extracted knowl-
edge bases.
Still, given that PLMs have seen more data than
any human could read in a lifetime, their perfor-
mance on open domain QA seems poor. Even
LAMA facts that PLMs do get right are not nec-
essarily “recalled” from the training experience as
many of them are easy-to-guess (Poerner et al.,
2019). Choosing BERT as our PLM, we therefore
Figure 1: Schematic depiction of BERT-kNN: BERT’s
prediction for query q are interpolated with a kNN-
search component. The query q is input to an IR
step. The BERT embeddings of the retrieved contexts
BERT (s) together with the target word build a key-
value datastore c − w (yellow). The kNN search runs
between the BERT embeddings of the query BERT(q)
(red) and the c of the datastore. The corresponding w
of the kNNs and their distances d are returned (orange).
The are aggregated and normalized. Finally, the predic-
tions of the kNN-search component and BERT’s pre-
dictions are interpolated.
introduce BERT-kNN in this paper (see Figure 1):
BERT-kNN combines BERT’s predictions with a
kNN search over a text collection where the text
collection can be BERT’s training set or any other
suitable text corpus. Due to its kNN component and
its resulting ability to directly access facts stated in
the searched text, BERT-kNN outperforms BERT
on cloze-style QA by large margins.
In more detail, we use BERT to embed each to-
ken’s context in the text collection. Each pair of
context embedding and token is stored as a key-
value pair in a datastore. At test time for a cloze
question q, the MASK’s embedded context serves
as query BERT (q) to find the k context-target
pairs in the datastore that are closest. To make this
more effective, we first query a separate informa-
tion retrieval (IR) index with the original question
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q and only search over the top m hits when finding
the k nearest neighbors of BERT (q) in embed-
ding space. The final prediction is an interpolation
of the kNN search and the PLM predictions.
We find that the PLM often correctly predicts the
answer category and therefore the correct answer is
often among the top k nearest neighbors. A typical
example is “Albert Einstein was born in [MASK]”:
the PLM knows that a city is likely to follow and
maybe even that it is a German city, but it fails to
pick the correct city. On the other hand, the top-
ranked answer in the kNN search is “Ulm” and so
the correct filler for the mask can be identified.
BERT-kNN outperforms BERT on the LAMA
cloze style QA dataset without any further training.
Even though BERT-kNN is based on BERT-base, it
also outperforms BERT-large on 3 out of 4 LAMA
subsets. The performance gap between BERT and
BERT-kNN is most pronounced on hard-to-guess
facts. As this method can be applied to any kind of
text collection (not just the PLM training corpus),
BERT-kNN can potentially correctly give answers
that BERT has never seen in its training corpus.
2 Data
The LAMA dataset is a cloze style QA dataset
that allows to query PLMs for knowledge base like
facts. A cloze question is generated from a subject-
relation-object triple from a knowledge base and
from a templatic statement for the relation that
contains variables X and Y for subject and object
(e.g, “X was born in Y”). The subject is substituted
for X and [MASK] for Y. The triples are chosen
such that Y is always a single-token answer.
LAMA covers different sources: The Google-
RE1 set covers the three relations “place of birth”,
“date of birth” and “place of death”. T-REx (ElSa-
har et al., 2018) consists of a subset of Wikidata
triples covering 41 relations. ConceptNet (Li et al.,
2016) combines 16 commonsense relationships be-
tween words and phrases. The underlying Open
Mind Common Sense corpus provides matching
statements to query the language model. SQuAD
(Rajpurkar et al., 2016) is a standard question an-
swering dataset. LAMA contains a subset of 305
context-insensitive questions and provides manu-
ally reformulated cloze-style questions to query the
model.
Poerner et al. (2019) introduce LAMA-UHN, a
1https://code.google.com/archive/p/
relation-extraction-corpus/
Corpus BERT-base BERT-large BERT-kNN
LAMA 27.7 30.6 36.8
LAMA-UHN 20.6 23.0 31.8
Table 1: Mean precision at one (P@1) for LAMA and
LAMA-UHN on the TREx and GooglRE subsets.
subset of LAMA’s T-REx and GoogleRE questions
from which easy-to-guess facts have been removed.
3 Method
BERT-kNN combines Bert-base with a kNN search
component. We now describe the architecture of
BERT-kNN.
BERT. This method is applicable to any kind
of PLM. We use BERT-base-uncased (Devlin
et al., 2019) as our PLM since it is top performer
on LAMA. BERT estimates the probability of a
masked word given it’s context. BERT is pre-
trained on the BookCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015) as
well as a crawl of English Wikipedia. During
pre-training, BERT randomly masks positions and
learns to fill the words.
Datastore. Our text collection C is the 2016-12-
21 English Wikipedia.3 For each single-token word
occurrence w in a sentence s in C, we compute the
pair (c, w) where c is a context representation of s
computed by BERT. We find that masking the oc-
currence of w in s and using the embedding of the
masked token is an effective context representation
c. We store all pairs (c, w) in a key-value datastore
D where c serves as key and w as value.
Information Retrieval. We found that just us-
ing the datastore D does not give good results. We
therefore use (Chen et al., 2017)’s IR system to first
select a small subset of D using a keyword search.
The IR index contains all Wikipedia articles. An
article is represented as a bag of words and word
bigrams. If the subject in question is specified we
use it as-is to query the IR index, otherwise, the
cloze-style question q (the [MASK] token is re-
moved) is used. Finally, we find the top 5 relevant
Wikipedia articles using TF-IDF search.
Inference. At test time, we first run the IR
search between the cloze question q and datastore
D and then only consider the subset of D that cor-
responds to the top 5 relevant Wikipedia articles.
For the kNN search q is embedded in the same
way as the context representations c in D: we set
BERT (q) to the embedding computed by BERT
3https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/
latest/
Corpus Relation Statistics model
Facts Rel BERT-base2 BERT-large2 kNN BERT-kNN
Google-RE
birth-place 2937 1 14.9 16.1 45.5 46.4
birth-date 1825 1 1.5 1.4 39.5 39.7
death-place 765 1 13.1 14.0 39.1 38.7
T-REx
1-1 937 2 68.0 74.5 72.7 78.0
N-1 20006 23 32.4 34.2 29.8 37.4
N-M 13096 16 24.7 24.3 234.9 30.1
ConceptNet Total 11458 16 15.6 19.2 4.7 13.8
SQuAD Total 305 - 14.1 17.4 25.9 25.6
Table 2: Mean precision at one (P@1) for BERT-base, BERT-large, the k-NN search and the interpolation between
BERT and the k-NN search (BERT-kNN) across the set of evaluation corpora.
for [MASK]. We then retrieve the k nearest neigh-
bors of BERT (q) in the 5-Wikipedia-article sub-
set of D where k = 512. We convert the distances
between BERT (q) and the 512 nearest neighbors
to a probability distribution using softmax normal-
ization. Since a word w can occur several times
in the 512 nearest neighbors, we compute its final
output probability as the sum over all occurrences.
Not occurring words have zero probability.
In the final step the probability distributions of
BERT and the kNN search are interpolated with
interpolation parameter λ (set to 0.6).
4 Evaluation
As Petroni et al. (2019) we report mean precision
at rank k (P@k). P@k is 0 or 1 depending on if the
true answer occurs among the the top k predictions.
Averaging is done first within each relation and
then across relations.
5 Results and Discussion
BERT-kNN outperforms BERT on the LAMA
dataset. It obtains over 10 precision points gain
over BERT-base and large. Note that our model
uses BERT-base only. Table 1 shows that the perfor-
mance gap between original BERT and BERT-kNN
becomes even larger when evaluating on LAMA-
UHU, a subset of LAMA with hard to guess facts.
Table 2 shows performance on different LAMA
subsets. We see that BERT-kNN outperforms
BERT-base and BERT-large on 3 out of 4 LAMA
subsets. On ConceptNet it shows competitive re-
sults. Huge gains are obtained on the GoogleRE
dataset. Figure 2 shows precision at 1, 5 and 10.
BERT-kNN performs better in all three categories.
Table 2 also shows that neither BERT nor the
kNN search alone are sufficient for good perfor-
mance. Only the interpolation of the two yields
optimal results. In many cases, the knowledge re-
Figure 2: Mean Precison@1, Precison@5, Preci-
son@10 on LAMA for original BERT and BERT-kNN
called by BERT and the kNN is complementary.
BERT is much better on ConceptNet relations. This
seems to be due to the limitations of knowledge
expressed in Wikipedia articles. Note that the inter-
polation parameter is kept constant over all datasets.
The prediction probabilities are well calibrated in a
sense that BERT-kNN is able to distinguish when
to rely more on BERT or the kNN predictions.
Table 3 compares exemplary differences in
BERT and BERT-kNN predictions. We see that
original BERT is good in predicting the answer cat-
egory required for completing the cloze query but
only the kNN-search is able to recover the actual
fact.
6 Related work
PLMs are top performers for many tasks, includ-
ing QA (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019; Alberti et al.,
2019). Petroni et al. (2019) introduced the LAMA
cloze-style QA task to query PLM’s performance
on knowledge base like facts. Bosselut et al. (2019)
3Note that the results for BERT-base and BERT-large are
taken from (Petroni et al., 2019) where a slightly smaller
subset of Bert’s original vocabulary is used.
Query and True Answer Generation
G
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R
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Hans Gefors was born in [MASK]. BERT-kNN: Stockholm (0.62), Oslo (0.08), Copenhagen (0.7)
True: Stockholm BERT: Oslo (0.22), Copenhagen (0.18), Bergen (0.09)
kNN: Stockholm (0.97), Lund (0.02), Hans (0.0)
Aglaja Orgeni died in [MASK]. BERT-kNN: Vienna (0.61), Bucharest (0.08), Paris (0.03)
True: Vienna BERT: Bucharest (0.19), Paris (0.08), Budapest (0.04)
kNN: Vienna (1.0), 1886 (0.0), Munich (0.0)
T
R
E
x
Regiomontanus works in the field of [MASK]. BERT-kNN: Mathematics (0.25), Astronomy (0.17), Medicine (0.04)
True: Mathematics BERT: Medicine (0.09), Law (0.05), Physics (0.03)
kNN: Mathematics (0.40), Astronomy (0.28), Literature (0.04)
The headquarter of interpol is in [MASK] . BERT-kNN: Lyon (0.52), Paris (0.05), Singapore (0.04)
True: Lyon BERT: Paris (0.12), London (0.08), Brussels (0.05)
kNN: Lyon (0.86), Singapore (0.07), Oslo (0.01)
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Ears can [MASK] sound. BERT-kNN: hear (0.22), detect (0.16), produce (0.11)
True: hear BERT: hear (0.28), detect (0.06), produce (0.04)
kNN: detect (0.23), hear (0.19), produce (0.15)
Regret is an [MASK]. BERT-kNN: emotion (0.1), action (0.03), evolutionary (0.02)
True: emotion BERT: emotion (0.25), option (0.04), art (0.04)
kNN: action (0.04), evolutionary (0.03), explanation (0.03)
Sq
ua
d
[MASK] is needed to pack electrons densely together. BERT-kNN: it (0.20), energy (0.05), this (0.04)
True: energy BERT: it (0.5), this (0.1), energy (0.07)
kNN: energy (0.04), electrons (0,02), material (0.01)
The capital of the ottoman empire was [MASK]. BERT-kNN: Istanbul (0.32), Constantinople (0.25), Vienna (0.02)
True: Istanbul BERT: Constantinople (0.48), Istanbul (0.33), Acre (0.02)
kNN: Istanbul (0.3), Constantinople (0.1), Vienna (0.02)
Table 3: Examples of generation for BERT-base, kNN, BERT-kNN. The last column reports the top three tokens
generated together with the associated probability (in brackets).
investigate PLMs’ common sense knowledge only.
DRQA (Chen et al., 2017) is a popular open-
domain QA model that combines an IR step with a
neural reading comprehension model. Even tough
we use the same IR module our model differs sig-
nificantly. DRQA does not predict masked tokens
but extracts answers from text. It does not do use
PLM Transformers nor a kNN search module. But
most notably BERT-kNN is fully unsupervised and
does not require any extra training.
Extended work on knowledge in PLM focuses on
injecting knowledge into BERT’s encoder. ERNIE
(Zhang et al., 2019) and KnowBert (Peters et al.,
2019) are entity-enhanced versions of BERT. They
introduce additional encoder layers that are inte-
grated into BERT’s original encoder by expensive
further pre-training. Our approach on the other
hand is not limited to labeled entities nor does it
require any further training. (Poerner et al., 2019)
injects factual entity knowledge into BERT’s em-
beddings without further training but by aligning
Wikipedia2Vec entity vectors (Yamada et al., 2016)
with BERT’s word piece vocabulary. This approach
is also limited to labeled entities. Our approach is
conceptually very different from entity-enhanced
versions of BERT and could potentially be com-
bined with any of the mentioned ones.
BERT-kNN architecture is based on (Khandel-
wal et al., 2020) where an interpolation of a PLM
and a kNN search is used for language modeling.
In contrast this work analyses QA. Architecturally
we introduce an IR step into the model that is es-
sential for factual correctness. We also change the
hidden state used for the kNN to the masked token
embeddings.
Other work that store previous hidden states
in memory are Grave et al. (2016); Merity et al.
(2017). They only consider recent history making
it easier to copy rare vocabulary items from the
recent past. They do not use PLM Transformer
architecture. Again these models evaluate on LM
and not on factual correctness.
7 Conclusion
This work introduced BERT-kNN, an interpolation
of BERT predictions with a kNN search for unsu-
pervised cloze style QA. BERT-kNN sets new state
of the art on the LAMA dataset with top perfor-
mance on hard to guess without any further train-
ing. This method potentially allows querying LMs
for knowledge outside of the training domain with
no additional training.
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